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In Review
I read an interview where Jackie Karuti responded

archetypal (and now, eternal) librarian, keeping the

to a question on “the African experience of

silence and watching over the domain like Hades.

womanhood”, admonishing the phrase by

Karuti has provided an installation that serves as

politely pointing out the vastness of Africa, and

an elephants’ graveyard for dying books, a space

the vagueness of womanhood.

to acknowledge a death. But what kind of death
is being framed here?

In my mind Karuti’s practice is almost defined by
this admonishment, predicated on a refusal to use

In Ray Bradbury’s Farenheit 451, a book itself, he

the shorthand vernacular of contemporary art. It’s

deals with McCarthyism through a dystopian

a practice that acknowledges that things are big

future where books are outlawed and burnt on

and complicated no matter how much we try to

sight by “firemen” employed by the state. But the

compress myriads of meanings and experiences

destruction of books, both in fiction and reality,

into tiny little words and symbols, and it attempts to

is never really about the destruction of books - it’s

address (not solve) big unanswerable questions with

about power. In Bradbury’s case, it’s about the

alternative perspectives and modes of production,

subjugation of the protagonist by an authoritarian

rather than through existing (and well-treaded)

state that imposes on his civil liberties. Ending

knowledge structures.

with the protagonist finding an exiled group of
people, each having memorised a book they can

In The Case of Books (2013 -) is an ongoing project,

recall in full from memory, ostensibly becoming

where volunteers go into homes and libraries and

a library. The book (as idea) cannot be quelled in

remove dust from books while discussing their

this instance, even when the physical object is gone

content. The books are acknowledged both as

it lives on intangibly.

through the gesture of caretaking. The library only

So the question remains: can a book die? And

fulfills its civic role as an institution of knowledge

if not through a deliberate violence enacted on

once people are actually allowed to talk in it. Talking

it (as an object), then how? Conceptualising the

disrupts a silence, the dual silence one has come

death of something as vast and vague as the book

to expect from libraries: one strictly enforced

is tough. In the same breath though, the medium

by an archetypal librarian, another the result of

of print has been claimed to be dying or dead for

disuse. The work broadly points to the unfortunate

the last decade - it has died a hundred speculative

decline of the public library as an institution, but

deaths, producing eulogy and think piece in equal

also prods at the model’s orthodoxy and failure

measure in/at its wake.

to recognise that knowledge isn’t necessarily or
sustainably produced in quiet isolation, but by

We’ve acclimated to the death of print - and

communities in dialogue.

possibly to an extent, the result it’ll have on the
notion of the book - because we assume it’ll happen

Where Books Go to Die (2014), a follow-up work,

slowly and in the background, before ascending to

returns to the idea of the failing library by

the cloud and living out its days online behind a

way of installation. It uses the library structure

paywall or subscription service, like all dead media

and its conventions to present something that
atmospherically resembles a hospice or cemetery.
The silence is now macabre, the bookshelves
resemble large tombstones or mortuary shelving
units, fans blow the pages of a collection of books
placed on a table – as if being paged through by
a spectre, or drawing last breaths – and at the
end of the room sits a mannequin at a desk: the
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Jackie Karuti, In The Case of Books, 2013 -
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physical objects and amorphous ideas, activated

In Review
and Windows, Inmates-Lost in Trans(mission), InmatesWandering Still, and are produced through a process
of painting the figures, leaving them out to dry,
sanding them down, rinsing them and repeating
the process. In painting, it’s how one achieves the
desired surface. In the logic of the state, it’s how
incarcerated individuals get rehabilitated (which
is it’s own kind of desired surface if you really
think about it).
Systemic violences and oppressions are hard to
make paintings about because it’s a violence that’s
largely unseen and mostly experienced. Karuti
sidesteps this by depicting figures whose painted
physicality carries the traumas of a mundane,
procedural and almost unnoticeable violence
committed against them. Then, through the sheer
repetitiveness of these depicted silhouettes, it
becomes increasingly difficult for the viewer to
identify with a single figure in particular - there
are too just many sanded down black figures on

Jackie Karuti, Inmates-Bars And Windows , 2015. Image Courtesy: Third Room Studios

show to comprehend them as individuals. Instead,
they read as a pattern.
One might grow understandably frustrated with a
practice that queries the big problematic systems
we’re aware of, but incapable (or too tired) to do
before it. But perhaps the books Karuti is thinking
of are the souls that do not ascend to the heavens
during the eventual e-rapture? The large swathes
of knowledge deemed unworthy by valley tech
entrepreneurs (and their many prejudices) - where
would these books go to die?
Karuti’s talent lies in approaching the big
unanswerable questions laterally. To be clear, these
aren’t the big answerable questions of time or
space or what it means to be human, they’re the
more mundane version produced by trying to be
virtuous and thoughtful in endgame capitalism
without getting jaded, questions like: why are things
like this all the time?
In Labyrinth (2015), Karuti seems to broach the
subject of the prison industrial complex and
political prison camps through the process of
painting. The paintings depict a repetitive series
of black (silhouetted) figures, titled Inmates-Bars
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anything about. Admittedly, there’s a fine line
between articulating and revealing mystic truths,
and the high-horsemanship of telling people
they’re being exploited and oppressed as if they
don’t already know. But there are moments where I
feel Karuti’s lack of solution is a deliberate political
decision, that there possibly are no solutions here.
In There Are Worlds Out There They Never Told You
About (2016), Karuti entertains the idea of alternative
worlds as places of alternative knowledge, structures
and processes. The works on show subtly point
outwards to worlds that exist beyond our own, less
as physical places to occupy or immigrate to, but
as hopeful alternative societies to imagine.
Historically (colonially), faraway places have
predominantly been seen as brave new worlds to
“discover”, exploit, and colonise: a fresh new place
to reboot the same old bad ideas and practices.
Colonialism has never been particularly interested

In Review
In There Are Worlds Out There They Never Told
You About, Karuti vaguely hints at a celestial
world, and an underwater civilization
descendent from slaves thrown overboard1.
Jackie Karuti, There Are Worlds Out There They Never Told You About, 2016. Image Courtesy: Third Room Studios

The underwater civilization for instance, is
alluded to solely through a vitrine - filled
with water and paper boats - that has an
equirectangular map of the world projected
onto it (worth noting: a map that is entirely
useless for navigation because of its shrinking
in learning new ways of seeing or developing
alternative social models, its main aims are the
dissemination of its own worldview and the
extraction of natural resources. Frankly, this isn’t
even a historical mindset one can relegate to a
distant past: even now, contemporary space travel
and the idea of terraforming is deeply rooted in,
and informed by, these notions.
But imagined alternative worlds still allow for new
ways of thinking about the relationship between
society and the self. An imagined world has the
potential to quickly call our own prejudice and
biases into question by providing a momentary
respite from our deeply ingrained views of the the
world. This is possibly why millennials devote so
much time and energy to fanfiction and fictional
discourses - these are our frontier anthropological
sites.
So it’s unfortunate that Science Fiction, a genre
well versed in building alternative worlds, has often
been a place for white male authors to take slights
against their privilege and turn them into fully
realised dystopian futures, or, to studiously imagine

distortion around the equator). There’s
something odd and striking about the lack of
depiction or representation of the alternative world,
it’s the fact that it’s a secret even to the viewer, as
if the projected map obscures what’s underneath
it. Perhaps we can’t see past our own projected
knowledge structures after all?
At first I assumed the refusal to directly depict
these worlds in any coherent form was the result
of grappling with how exactly one could represent
alternative worlds without falling into ideological
patterns of world building in one’s own image.
But I think that might be missing the point by
looking too hard at the mechanics of the work,
and not at its message, a message made evident
in the title: Alternative Worlds existing as mythic
points of optimism. Seen as a hopeful message that
maybe we can pull ourselves out of our current
situation, There Are Worlds Out There They Never Told
You About begins to sound more like the motto for
a generation desperately looking for new ways of
existing in the world. But more importantly, it’s the
guiding light for anyone attempting to address the
big unanswerable questions, the vast and the vague.

future utopian galactic empires but forget black
people and POC exist (yes, there are exceptions,
like Octavia Butler, Ursula Le Guin, and Samuel
Delaney, but they’re exceptional). To quote Noah
Berlatsky, in his article outlining the race issue in
science fiction:
Sci-fi is at least in part a dream of a different world
and a different future. When that future unthinkingly
reproduces current inequities, it seems like both a
missed opportunity and a failure of imagination.

1
A potential reference to Paul Gilroy’s The
Black Atlantic, and one that I’m familiar with from
the Detroit duo Drexciya’s sleeve note - defining
“Drexciya” as an underwater country populated by
the unborn children of pregnant African women who
were thrown off of slave ships; the babies had adapted
to breathe underwater in their mothers’ wombs.
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